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1.       INTRODUCTION 

The Russian electric power industry is one of the basic branches of the Russian 

economy. Its history, during both the Soviet and the post-Soviet period, consists of 

several consecutive unification stages as well as organization of the Regional Power 

System. The establishment of the integral electric grid might be perceived as a large 

success, in spite of the fact that the connections between the European, the Siberian 

and the Far East regions were rather weak. 

A substantial decline in Russian power generation took place during the 1990s. The 

installation of new power lines also has dropped markedly. Within 5 years, half of the 

non-nuclear power stations will have exceeded their rated service lives. Russian 

officials estimate that the country will need up to USD 11 billion annually between 

2001 and 2005 to carry out the capacity expansion plans. It will be difficult to secure 

financing of this investment from internal sources, especially in light of continuing 

payment collection problems faced by the power companies. 

Nowadays, Russia produces 964 BkWh of electricity (Japan, for example - 996 

BkWh). 21% of Russia's generation capacity is hydroelectric, 10% is nuclear, and the 

remaining 69% are fossil fuel thermal. Natural gas provides 65% of the fuel required 

by fossil thermal plants, and this percentage is expected to grow (US Energy 

Information Agency, 2000). 

At the beginning of the 1990s, the Russian power industry was characterized by 

following peculiarities: 

• uneven location of the generation facilities 
• relatively small reserve capacity 
• high concentration of electric and heat loads around big industrial centers located 

far from each other (average distances from 500 to 1000 km) 
• dependence of the majority of the Russian regions on the inter-system flows of 

electricity (e.g. in 1992 only 13 regions were self-sufficient within plus-minus 
10% of the total volume of the electric power needed, while 19 regions had 
surplus and the rest of the regions were deficit ones). 

Two large companies dominate the Russian power sector: 1) Rosenergoatom - a 
nuclear power consortium, which controls the country's nine civilian nuclear power 
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plants and 2) RAO UES1 (Russian Joint-Stock Company Unified Energy Systems of Russia), the 

country's national power company, which controls over 50 of the largest thermal and 

hydroelectric plants and the country's unified power grid. The regional utilities, 72 in all, control 

the remaining power plants in respective regions. The bulk of regional utilities, as well as RAO 

UES itself, have been privatized. Despite the privatization, the Russian government still holds a 

majority of their stocks. 

RAO UES is currently considered to be one of the main natural monopolies. The company 

generates the overwhelming majority of electric energy in Russia and about half of national heat 

energy. At the moment, industrial processes and living conditions in many Russian regions 

greatly depend upon performance of RAO UES. Energy crisis in Primorie clearly underlined 

this fact. 

RAO UES also executes the bulk of Russian electricity exports. It is challenging to assess how 

the company, operating under strict rules of the state regulation, and unfavorable economic 

conditions not only tries to survive, but strives to become one of the key players in the 

international electricity market. 

The present article provides general information about RAO UES, analyses its export operations 

as well as other steps towards internationalization. 

1 Initially, the company counted its history from 1886, when The Electric Lighting Company was 
established by a German company Siemens & Halske in St. Petersburg. It is interesting to note that 
several departments are still located in the same buildings as their predecessors did. Even more 
surprisingly some of currently operating Lenenergo's equipment (RAO UES owns 49% of it) had been 
installed prior 1917. On the whole, 65% of the equipment is older than 35 years. 
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2.       GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE COMPANY'S DEVELOPMENT 

Modern history of the company could be traced from Russian industrial enterprises' 

privatization campaign in 1992. In December 1992, RAO UES was set up by the 

Presidential Decree. Its purpose was to incorporate the important inter-system parts, 

such as all big thermal power plants and hydroelectric power plants, having the total 

capacity of 95,000 MW (about half the total installed capacity of the country). High 

voltage lines, The Central Dispatcher Board and Dispatcher Boards of the Regional 

Utilities, and other enterprises/institutions in the industry became subsidiaries of RAO 

UES with 100% shares belonging to the parent company. In addition, every Regional 

Utility (AO-Energo) handed over 49% of their shares to RAO UES. AO-Energos 

were set up on the basis of the former regional power amalgamations, except for big 

power plants and network objects that were withdrawn from them and incorporated 

into RAO UES. To secure its control over the electric power industry, the state 

retained control of ordinary shares of RAO UES. 

The preliminary restructuring plan of the power industry was not fully implemented. As 

a result of the compromises achieved with the Federal Subjects, RAO UES received 

only 39 out of 51 power plants. Seven of them were leased to the regional АО-

Energies, which function independently and pay rent to RAO UES. The rest of the 

power stations were converted into joint stock companies that handed over about 49% 

of their shares to RAO UES. 

On the whole, RAO UES managed to accumulate resources for setting up an 

interregional market of electricity - Federal Wholesale Electricity Market (FOREM). 

The main technical and technological principles of the Soviet Unified Power System 

were preserved, despite its split into national power systems. At the same time, new 

institution has helped to secure economic links between Russian regions and to certain 

extent provided social support to the population. 

Today, RAO UES is the main actor of the Russian electric power industry. It is the 

world largest highly automated enterprise group for the electricity generation, 

transmission and distribution. Structurally, it functions as a Company, a Holding, and a 

Group. As a Company - it is referred to as the associated company RAO UES, and 
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includes branches and representatives. As a Holding - it includes subsidiaries and 

dependent companies (АО Energos and АО Power Stations), responsible for energy 

production and distribution. Finally, as a Group - it includes the holding company and 

other companies and subsidiaries (among them R&D institutes, construction, service 

and non-specialized companies). 

In 1999, the holding employed 669,500 workers, and generated about 85% (567,6 

billion kWh) of the total supply of electricity and 44% (453,6 million Gcal) of heat 

energy in Russia (RAO UES, 2000). The Chairman of the Executive Board of RAO 

UES is Anatoly Chubais2. 

RAO UES is an open shareholding company. Its shares are listed on the Moscow 

Inter-Bank Currency Exchange, the Moscow Stock Exchange and other exchanges of 

the Russian Federation, as well as on the over-the-counter market of the Russian 

Trading System. Since 1998, the Company has been participating in the Bank of New 

York's program of issuing first-level depository receipts against common shares, 

which are quoted on the stock markets of the USA, Great Britain and Germany. In 

2000, the Company joined the Bank of New York program and issued first-level 

depository receipts against preferred shares. 

As of the mid-2000, the RAO UES share capital amounted to 21,588 million rubles. 

The total number of shares issued at a nominal price of 50 kopecks per share is 

43,116,903,368, including 41,041,757,984 common shares and 2,075,149,384 

preferred shares. 

Table 1.         Information on Stock Issued 
Year issued First issue - 1993 Second issue - 1995 
Number of shares 139,989,946 42,976,913,422 
Total number of shares 139,989,946 43,116,903,368 
Table 2.         Shareholder Structure as of June 30,2000

Federal ownership 52,5% 
Foreign legal entities 34,3%
Russian legal entities 5,0% 
Individuals 8,2% 
Source: RAO UES (2000) 
2 Anatoly Chubais' political activities cannot be appreciated unambiguously. Largely thanks to him, 
"privatization" became a dirty word in Russia, a new synonym for asset stripping. It is commonly 
referred as "prikhvatisatsiya" which means "grabbing other people's property". 
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The market capitalization of the company is 131,95 billion Russian rabies (USD 4,60 

billion). Closely held shares (i.e., those held by directors, workers, pensioners and 

those who own more than 5% of the stock) amount to over 50% of the total shares 

outstanding. Thus, it is impossible for an outsider to acquire a majority of the shares 

without the consent of management and other insiders (US Energy Information 

Administration, 2000 & www.corporateinformation, 2001). 

In order to raise cash, the Russian government has proposed to sell 2,5% of the shares 

of RAO UES, although no timetable for the deal has been announced. Russia's power 

sector has been targeted for restructuring, but reforms have been slow to come. The 

operations and dispatch management of RAO UES is implemented via multilevel 

hierarchical system, which includes: 
1. The Central Dispatch Unit (CDU) 
2. Seven regional dispatch boards (RDB) of the united systems of the following regions: Central, 

Northwest, Mid-Volga, North Caucasus, Urals, Siberia and Far East 
3. The central dispatch points of the energy systems 
4. The dispatch management points of power stations and electricity grid companies 
5. The operational personnel of power units which are constantly manned 
6. Mobile operational groups.  

The structure of the consumer market for the company's heat energy is dominated by 

residential consumers (41%) and industrial consumers (30%). Industrial enterprises 

consume almost half of electricity supplied by RAO UES (see Table 3). 

Table 3.         The Share of Individual Consumers in the Total Consumption of 
Electric Power Produced by RAO UES (%) 

Industrial consumers 49 
Fuel Industry 11 
Ferrous metallurgy 7 
Non-ferrous metallurgy 9 
Chemicals and petrochemicals 6 
Heavy engineering 7 
Woodworking and pulp and paper industry 2 
Iron and steel 2 
Construction materials industry 1 
Light industry 1 
Other industrial productions 2 
Agriculture 5 
Forestry 0 
Transport and communications 10 
Construction 1 
Housing and communal services 12 
Other industries 16 
Population 7 
TOTAL 100 

 
Source:       RAO UES (2000) 
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According to the consolidated financial report, the total assets of RAO UES amount to 

535,198 million rubles (31.12.98). In 1999, the holding company sold products and 

services for 2^*7,5 billion rubles. Purchased products and services amounted to 243,2 

billion rubles (level of payment - 98,3%). Net profit, gained by the company, was 

27,5 billion rubles; 6,2 billion growth in comparison with 1998 (RAO UES, 2000)3. 

One of the most important strategic goals for RAO UES is the structural reform of the 

company. The leaders of the company argue that in order to overcome negative 

tendencies in the industry and transform RAO UES into dynamic and competitive 

company, large-scale investments are desperately needed. The total amount of 

financial recourses required for the reproduction and expansion of generating capacity 

and grid installations during the period from the year 2000 to 2010 is estimated at 

USD 50-75 billion. Only about third of this amount can be covered by the company's 

own sources. 

In addition, the company claims that it is market liberalization which could provide 

additional financial resources. RAO UES wishes that the electricity tariffs and state 

regulation would be abolished. The company management argues that this type of 

reform should stimulate competition between Russian electricity producers at 

FOREM and ultimately result in lower prices and more effective performance of the 

industry. 

Many experts, including some members of the government, strongly doubt that open 

market could help to solve problems in the Russian power sector. The main goal of 

the market liberalization - the reduction of the price of electricity - can hardly be 

achieved in the country, where prices already barely cover generation costs and leave 

no room for badly needed capital investments. The company claims that its 

production capacity is in critical condition and needs an annual investment of USD 4 

billion in the next four years to keep the company running and undergo necessary 

expansion. To attract investment from abroad, the company wants to restructure 

generating plants into independent commercial firms and sell their shares to foreign 

investors. RAO UES would like to operate under the conditions of free electricity 

market wherein tariffs would no longer be regulated and high enough to ensure profit. 

3 The financial data has not been checked by the auditors. 
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The transmission grid and the market infrastructure would be left in the hands of the 

monopoly. 

In addition, some experts argue that the industry has enough extra capacities (around 

20%) to expand production without substantial investment for a few years to come. 

This ensures the breathing space required avoiding rush and resulting in inevitable 

errors. The crucial mistake would be to liberalize tariffs too early and thus to produce a 

real shock to the rest of the economy, accelerating general inflation and slowing 

down if not killing overall growth. 

The Russian government doubts whether foreign investors will supply billions of 

dollars to the company as promised by Mr. Chubais. Their general attitude towards 

his project is negative as evidenced by the decline in RAO UES share prices threefold 

since the reform was first suggested. Stockholders, including the state, have seen then-

equity severely deflated and believe this is just the first step in Mr. Chubais' plan to 

distribute stock at bargain prices to the company insiders, personal friends, and local 

tycoons in exchange for economic and political support. Foreign investors want 

guarantees that the "loans-for-shares" experience will not be repeated this time 

around. They are looking at the Russian president to provide those guarantees. 
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3.       INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

In order to assess properly "international dimension" of company performance, one 

should bear in mind three important facts. First of all, even though RAO UES is a 

joint-stock company, 52,3% of its shares belong to the state. Secondly, the activities 

of RAO UES belong to the strategic interests of the Russian government. Finally, the 

previous factors place the company into a situation wherein political needs can be 

more important than the economic necessity. 

There are three main directions in internationalization of RAO UES: (1) electricity 

exports, (2) foreign investment attraction, and (3) other activities. 

3.1.     Electricity Exports 

RAO UES exports electricity, which does not force the company to use all kinds of 

modern marketing techniques. Electricity is a product that has the same quality all 

around the globe, except different voltage standards. As a result, RAO UES has only 

to concentrate on problems connected to electricity transmission and new customers 

acquisition. 

In order to understand the challenges the company faced when starting its export 

activities, we should mention certain peculiarities of the Russian tariff policy. Tariffs 

for electricity and heat energy is a subject of the state regulation, in accordance with 

the Federal Law "On State Regulation of Charges for Electricity and Heat Energy in 

the Russian Federation". From a macroeconomic point of view, the above mentioned 

state regulation has been not only a specific instrument to diminish inflation in Russia, 

but one of the essential factors in general stabilization and re-launching of economic 

growth. 

At the same time, RAO UES complains that imposed prices for electricity and heat 

energy, which lag behind prices in industry, do not allow companies in the power 

sector to function in a normal market manner. Following 17 of August 1998, the 

situation of the first inflationary wave of 1992 was repeated; a hike in prices for 

industrial products with virtually unchanged tariffs for electricity and heat energy. 
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From August 1998 to December 1999, the increase in industrial prices amounted to 

206.5%, while the increase in electricity tariffs to the bulk of industrial was only 

135.5%. During the same period, the growth of consumer prices amounted to 235.5%, 

while tariffs for electricity to the residential consumers rose by 151.5%. From January 

to December 1999, the increase in industrial prices amounted to 167.3%, while tariffs 

in the electricity-generating sector only rose by 121%. During the whole period from 

1991 to 1999, prices for products of the power-engineering sector rose at only half the 

rate of prices for those of industrial producers. Quite often tariffs were left unchanged 

for more than a year. More than that, their adjustments could not secure stable 

performance of the industry. As a result a number of regional power-engineering 

companies suffered significant financial damage (RAO UES, 2000). 

Since the state regulation concerning domestic tariffs is not totally applicable to 

export prices of electricity, RAO UES has begun to focus on export markets in order 

to boost cash flows. The presence of about 30 GW of unused production capacity at 

RAO UES means that Russia has the potential to export substantial amount of 

electricity. This type of transactions is one of the highest priorities for RAO UES, as 

this is a major source of finance for the company's functioning and for both current 

performance and implementation of investment projects of the company. 

A large potential for export activities of RAO UES exists. Table 4 shows that installed 

capacities of many countries are much lower then Russian ones. Keeping in mind the 

fact, that RAO UES is the largest national producer of electricity, one can expect that 

the company will cover the significant part of the Russian electricity exports. 
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Table 4.         Electricity Installed Capacities 
(Million Kilowatts) 

in Selected Countries, 1.1.1999 

Country Thermal Hydro Nuclear Geothermal 
and Other 

Total Consumption, 
BkWh 

Russia 149 44 21 204 728,2
RAOUES 122 34 0 0 156  
Belarus 1 0 0 0 1 27,6
Georgia 2 2 0 0 4 7,1
Kazakhstan 15 2 0 0 17 44,1
Ukraine 36 5 14 0 55| 144
Finland 11 3 3 0 16 81,6
Germany 80 3 22 3 108 495,2
Norway 0 27 0 0 28           110,8
Turkey 13 10 0 0 23 105,7
Japan 159 21 45 1 226 974,0
United States 562 98 97 18 776 3 235,9

Sources: US Energy Information Administration (2000) & RAO UES (2000) 

The export activities of RAO UES could be divided into two main categories: export 

to the CIS and non-CIS countries. Each of these two categories is characterized by 

different pricing policy as well as by some other peculiarities in its interaction with 

Russia. 

Exports to the Former Soviet Republics

In comparison with 1997, actual exports to Russia's immediate neighbors contracted 

substantially in 1998 and even more in 1999. This was due to dramatic reduction or the 

complete termination of electricity supply, which had not been paid in time. From 

early 1999 onwards, commercial deliveries to Ukraine, Georgia and Kazakhstan have 

been either substantially reduced according to the level of actual payments or totally 

terminated as a result of unpaid contract annulment. At the same time with all three 

aforementioned countries, RAO UES started to negotiate both new contracts and 

previous debt rescheduling/repayments. In case of Kazakhstan, the documentation is 

being developed for the repayment of USD 99,6 million within the framework оf 

"Intergovernmental Agreement on the Leasing of Baikonur", and also for writing off 

USD 249 million against the acquisition of a 50% block of shares in the Ekibastuz 

Fossil Fuel Power Station 2. 
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Table 5.         Intra-CIS Electricity Export of RAO UES 
 

Country 1997 1998 1999 
  Delivery volume Paid-up Delivery volume Paid-up 
 
 

 
 

mln 
kWh

mln 
USD

Total In 
cash

mln 
kWh

mln 
USD

Total In 
cash 

Ukraine 6070 3127,97 84,4 9,0 1Д 0 0 20,5* 0,9 

Kazakhstan 2740 2639,27 64,1 29,8 17,7 2106,73 41,35 46,2* 18,8 

Belarus 5130 4946,50 121,0 67,3 0,0 5809,37 122,27 136,4* 0,0 

Georgia 210 156,86 4,7 2,0 2,0 73,86 1,40 0,1 0,1 

Total CIS 14150 10870,60 274,2 108,1 20,8 7989,96 165,02 203,2* 19,8 

* Payments exceed delivery as a result of offset of receivables. 
Source: RAO UES (2000) 

Since the debt payment of Belarus had been successfully settled, energy supply to this 

country increased substantially. Russian operator Mezhregionenergo joined Russia- 

Belarus interaction as an intermediate. This resulted in significant improvement in 

payments, including those made in monetary form. 

On the 1st of June 1999, a new procedure for exports of electricity was introduced.   

According to this new procedure, barter contracts have been mostly discontinued. 

Under the circumstances, a substantial growth of monetary payments (initially in 

intra-CIS trade they had accounted for 5-10% of total sales) took place. Since the 

second half of 1999, the share of monetary reached 41 % in trade with Kazakhstan and 

100% in trade with Georgia. 

While assessing future prospects for the company's energy exports to the CIS member 

states, one should take under consideration that some of them have their own 

capacities. For example, Ukraine in 1998 produced 157,9 BkWh of electricity and 

consumed 144 BkWh only. A substantial amount of generated electricity is ultimately 

due to Ukraine's inefficient transmission and distribution network. 

Exports to Non-CIS Countries

RAO UES regards the electricity market of non-CIS countries as the main target 

market in the foreseeable future. It might look strange since total volume of electricity 

exports to these countries was during recent years almost 10 times less than that to the 
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CIS members. At the same time, non-CIS operations generated financial cash-flow 
about 1,2 times,higher than intra-CIS counterpart. Under the circumstances, the 
company should try to do its best in order to re-orient exports towards solvent 
customers. 

Table 6 indicates that non-CIS electricity exports of RAO UES contracted during 
1997-1999 almost four-fold more than intra-CIS exports. According to the company, 
the reason for such development is the closeness of the foreign markets. Nevertheless, 
one might argue that this explanation reveals only part of the story, since RAO UES 
does not appear to be always ready to produce as much as needed for appropriate 
export operations. In this context, it should be emphasized that due to lower 
productions costs, the company enjoys certain competitive advantage vis-a-vis 
Western manufacturers of electricity. 

 

Table 6. Electricity Exports of RAO UES   
Country 1997 1998 1999 

 Delivery volume Paid-up Delivery volume Paid-up 
 
 

 
 

mln 
kWh 

mln 
USD 

Total In cash mln 
kWh 

mln 
USD 

Total In cash 

Turkey 93 378,27 8,7 7,3 7,3 0,00 0,00 2,0* 2,0
Latvia 423 81,12 1,4 1,4 1,4 177,00 3,50 3,4 2,0
Finland 4240 66,74 17,8 17,0 17,0 804,08 17,10 18,3* 18,3
Total 
non-CIS 

5653 526,13 27,9 25,7 25,7 981,08 20,60 23,7 22,3 

Total 
exports 

1983 11396,73 302,1 133,8 46,5 8971,04 185,62 226,9* 42,1 

* Payments exceed delivery volume as a result of offset of receivables. 
Source: RAO UES 

In 1999, Russia signed 20 bilateral electricity export agreements both at the state level 
and with private energy companies in Germany, Poland, France, Switzerland, and 
Japan. In addition, strict environmental regulations that have prohibited construction 
of fossil fuel-based electricity plants in the Nordic countries with relatively cold 
climate (for example, Norway) results in high demand for electricity. This provides 
RAO UES with new opportunities. All in all, the potential volume of electricity 
exports by the year 2010 is estimated at 35 billion kWh. 
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Nowadays, there are some significant constrains preventing fast expansion of export 

transactions. First of all, due to existing regulations of power engineering industry 

RAO UES has certain obligations* with respect to Russian consumers. According to 

the legislation, RAO UES has to meet the domestic energy demand first, and only 

thereafter, the company is allowed to interact with foreign buyers. Not so much 

electricity is left for exports under the present circumstances. Secondly, there are 

some technical problems. RAO UES has to upgrade its distribution and transmission 

system. Finally, Russia has to co-operate with transit countries, in order to reap fully all 

the benefits of its export potential. But it is not always that easy to reach an 

agreement with them. An increase in the total volume of electrical energy exported 

from Russia to its immediate neighbors is held back by the their low effective 

demand, while exports to countries further afield are restricted by available 

transmission capability. 

For example, a substantial amount of the electricity Ukraine produces is lost in the 

country's inefficient transmission and distribution network, forcing Ukraine to rely on 

Russian deliveries. Since natural gas accounts for 44% of the Ukrainian thermal 

power plants' primary fuel consumption and 20% of fuel consumption by all 

electricity generators in Ukraine, the country's reliance on Russian natural gas also 

has affected its electricity sector, and Ukraine has ran up a USD 130 million 

electricity debt to Russia. Because of this debt, Russia disconnected Ukraine from its 

power grids on 27 of November, 1999. The grids were reconnected in February 2000 

after Ukraine agreed to transit Russian electricity to Western Europe via Ukraine. 

3.2.     Building New Export Routes 

In autumn 2000, RAO UES began to participate in international East-West "energy 

bridge" project. The idea is to secure electricity exports from Russia via Belarus to 

Poland and Germany along existing high-tension cables. As the first step, RAO UES 

and the Polish power company, PsE, signed a contract stipulating exports of Russian 

electricity through Belarus to Poland for re-export to Germany on September 15. 

Approximately 1,5 mln kWh per day will be transferred along Ross (Belarus) -

Belostok (Poland) power cable. 
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On 24 of October 2000, Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Kasyanov signed an accord 

with Turkish Energy Minister Cumhur. According to this accord, Russia will supply 

Turkey with up to 100 mln kWh per month. Total supplies are estimated at USD 50 

million annually. 

The expansion towards East also looks pretty appealing with possible 

interconnections through Sakhalin to Japan and through a couple of routs to China. 

Anatoly Chubais together with Marubeni Corporation of Japan is lobbying a USD 10 

billion project of a new power plant on Sakhalin and a "power bridge" between 

Sakhalin and Japan. The project envisages the construction of the plant with a 

considerable amount of electric power generated in Sakhalin being supplied to the 

Japanese islands of Honshu and Hokkaido via a 1400 km underwater cable. The cable 

would link Sakhalin and Tokyo and would then ran underwater to other Japanese 

cities. 

However, experts doubt that the aforementioned project, as it would not be finished 

until 2012. The concerns come from the fear that RAO UES would not be able to find 

suppliers for the power plant. The gas needed to fuel it is expected to come from 

Sakhalin gas fields, which are being jointly developed by the Russian company, 

Rosneft, and Western companies. Meanwhile, the Western counterparts expect that 

gas they will produce should be exported to Japan, not sold to RAO UES. 

From the company's point of view, the whole set of judicial and economic 

preconditions (mostly on the national level) is of crucial significance for further 

promotion of electricity exports. These preconditions are namely the following: 

• general active and permanent collaboration with neighboring states on the basis of 
mutual recognition and respect of national interests 

• Russian membership in the WTO and European energy unions and organizations 
• ratification of the Energy Charter already signed by the Russian Federation 
• clear-cut exports promotion policy of the state aimed to regain certain foreign 

markets as well as to win new ones 
• restructuring of the debt of electric power engineering companies in the CIS 

countries for electricity previously supplied by RAO UES 
• modernization of existing electric grids in neighboring countries (first of all 

Belarus, Moldova, Ukraine and the Baltic States) and secure access to the 
facilities under review for the purpose of electricity exports to the third countries. 
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3.3.International Investment Cooperation 

Russia's power industry in general and RAO UES in particular are in a desperate nee of 

investments. According to the American Chamber of Commerce in Russia 

between 50,000 and 70,O0OMW of power capacities in Russia are operating beyond 

its normative operating life and thus, they need urgent replacement. 

The bulk of notorious obstacles hampering foreign capital inflows towards Russian 

economy is fully applicable to the company under investigation. Nevertheless, due to 

the company's scale and significance it has certain advantages vis-a-vis many other 

manufacturers. Thus in 2000, RAO UES with assistance of Deutsche Bank and Bank 

of New York issued 3-year American Depository Receipts (ADR). According to the 

company, the financial resources generated are allocated for the modernization and 

expansion of electricity exports. 

Yet, another opportunity to attract (although relatively modest - about USD 1 billion 

for decade towards all variety of projects) foreign investments relates to the funds 

provided by foreign governments and international organizations for the purposes of 

environmental protection and natural resource management in Russia. 

In order to achieve the strategic goal of export expansion, RAO UES tries to 

encourage some leading foreign corporations in the industry to take part in various 

joint investment projects. For example, Swiss-Swedish electrical engineering group, 

ABB (Asea Brown Boveri), is involved in East-West "energy bridge" project. 

Siemens, the main competitor of ABB, already participated in the construction of the 

Northwest heat-electric generating plant in Leningrad province. Launching the plant 

gave an opportunity not only to increase supply to domestic consumers, but also to 

promote exports. 

Enron Europe became the first Western company that established a strategic alliance 

with RAO UES. Within the framework of this long-term cooperation (currently being 

perceived for a ten-year period), the first project assumes USD 55 million credit to 

upgrade transmission links on the Russian/Finnish border. It should enable RAO UES to 

expand its export deliveries to the Scandinavian market. Later on, two companies 
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plan to combine their expertise in identifying possible joint projects in Russia, Europe 

and Central Asia. 

Being deeply involved in electricity trade with the CIS countries, the company tried to 

initiate complementary/supporting investment project during the past couple of years. 

Thus, basic initial parameters have been already agreed upon in the process of 

negotiation between RAO UES and the Ministry of Fuel and Energy of Georgia. They 

would like to establish the company in charge of joint exports of electricity to Turkey. 

The company also expresses its strong commitment to participate in privatization of 

the Georgian power industry. In addition, the participation of RAO UES in the 

construction of the electric grid integrating power systems in Azerbaijan, Georgia and 

Turkey is currently negotiated. In case of Kazakhstan particularly, the company 

considers to create a joint coal and power company to manage the Severny open cast 

mine, the Ekibastuz Fossil Fuel Power Station 2, and the 500 kV overhead electric 

grid line from Ekibastuz to Omsk. Long-term projects are under consideration with 

joint power and industrial companies in Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic with 

direct financial participation of RAO UES. The list of major international investment 

projects (either at the stage of implementation or at the final stage of negotiations) is 

presented in Appendix 1. 

3.4.     Other Activities 

In order to support and secure its main international operations, RAO UES has paid 

attention to interaction both bilaterally and multilaterally with foreign counterparts, 

national state agencies and various international organizations, including several 

NGOs. Thus in 1999, RAO UES signed 25 bilateral protocols, memoranda and 

agreements on different technical, trade and investment issues of power engineering 

and transmission with the companies from Germany, Italy, Poland, France, China, 

Japan and other countries. 

High-ranking representatives of the company participated in the World Economic 

Forum (Davos, Switzerland), the International Conference on Large-Scale Super-High 

Tension Electrical Systems, and the World Energy Council. RAO UES is a member 
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of International Commission for Large Dams. In 1999, it also received affiliated 

membership in UNIPEDE, the Union of Electricity Producers and Distributors. 

The managers and specialists of RAO UES took part in meetings of the Executive and 

Coordinating Committees of BALTREL, The Baltic Ring Electricity Co-operation 

Committee, as well as of its Working Groups. Five basic relevant projects were 

identified to promote the integration of the Baltic region's electricity market. 

The company has been directly involved in organizing sessions of the 

Intergovernmental Commissions on Economic, Scientific and Technical Co-operation 

between the Russian Federation and the Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, 

Armenia, Georgia, Moldova, Uzbekistan, Belarus, Lithuania and Ukraine. 

Starting from 2000, RAO UES considered a lack of fuel as one of the factors 

hampering successful performance, mostly related to some power stations located in 

the Russian Far East. Under the circumstances, the company negotiated deliveries of 

coal (1.5.. million tons annually) from Mongolia and China. In a longer run, the 

imports from New Zealand and Australia also might be scrutinized. 

Recently, RAO UES initiated another promising (although quite independent and 

new) type of activity in the field of information technology. The company currently 

owns a cable, which comes from Finland to St. Petersburg and then to Moscow. 

Hence, RAO UES started to offer services as an internet provider. Unfortunately, no 

detailed financial data regarding the company's performance in the field are available. 

However, some managers in their interviews describe the activity as a very profitable 

one. 
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4.       CONCLUSION 

A brief overview of RAO UES' internationalization is depicted in the following table. 

Table 7.         Internationalization Steps of RAO UES
Year Type of activities Comments
1992 onwards Electricity exports CIS and non-CIS countries 
1995 onwards Cooperation with leading foreign 

electricity and equipment 
producers (mostly imports) 

Siemens, ABB, Ericsson, Enron 
Europe, Pechiney, and Marubeni 

1999 onwards Membership/participation in 
international economic 
organizations and NGOs 

World Economic Forum and 
UNIPEDE 

2000 Cooperation with international 
credit organizations

EBRD loan for investment in 
energy production 

2000 International capital market entry ADR emission
1999 onwards Implementation and negotiation of 

"power bridge" projects and other 
outward investment projects

Western, Central and Eastern 
Europe, China, Japan, Turkey 
and the CIS members 

1999-2001 Synchronization of electricity 
systems performance 

Lithuania and the CIS countries 
(excluding Armenia, Ukraine 
and Moldova)

2000 onwards Negotiations on synchronization 
of Russian and European power 
grid performance

 

2000 Negotiations on imports of fuel Mongolia, China, Australia, 
New Zealand 

In order to assess properly the process under review, one should take under 
consideration the fact that RAO UES is a company where interests of different 
shareholders are often in clear conflict. Relatively modest involvement of RAO UES 
into international transactions largely results from the strict state regulation of the 
industry as a whole and the company in particular. 

So far, the company has mostly concentrated on electricity exports. All other types of 
international operations merely supported the exports. At the same time, international 
transactions taken as a whole mainly happened to be some kind of "emergency exit" 
providing financial resources desperately needed for general performance. All in all, 
one might argue that RAO UES, due to various reasons, has just started to elaborate a 
comprehensive and clear-cut internationalization strategy of its own. 
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Appendix 1.  Major Investment Projects in the Development of Exports 

1. Exports of electricity to the countries of Central and Southeast Europe as a result 
of the restoration and modernization of existing inter-state electrical links (Lvov 
and Moldova sections) 
First stage: Dedication of units within the Moldavian fossil fuel power station to synchronic 
operation with the energy systems of the countries of Southeast Europe 
Second stage: Installation of three 600 MW direct current insertions at the 750 kV substations at 
Zapadno-Ukrainskaya (Ukraine), Isakcha (Romania) and Zesuv (Poland). 
Exports of electricity per annum
First stage: six billion kWh per annum at a maximum power of 1000 MW. 
Second stage: 13—15 billion kWh per annum at a maximum power of 2600 MW. 
Projected investment for the second stage: USD 310 million. 

2. Exports of electricity from RAO UES to the countries of Central and Western 
Europe via the national power grids of Belarus, Ukraine and Poland 
The project involves the dedication of two units of the Berezovsk hydroelectric station to radial 
operation, the construction of electric power transmission lines from Belarus to Poland and the 
installation of a direct current insertion at the Zesuv 750 kV substation. 
Facilities to be constructed
First stage: Installing overhead lines for current of 110 kV overhead line from Mamonovo to 
Branevo; 110 kV overhead line from Brest to Byala Podlyaska (two circuits); 400 kV overhead 
line from Berezovsk hydro power station to Lublin; 400 kV overhead line from Kaliningrad to 
Elblong (first circuit); 600 MW VPT to the Zesuv 750kV substation. 
Second stage: 400 kV overhead line from Kaliningrad to Elblong (second circuit); 400kV 
overhead line from Belozerskaya to Sedltse ; 400 kV overhead line from Grodno to Elk; 400 kV 
overhead line from Belozerskaya to Narev. 
Volume of exports
First stage: 8.5 - 10.0 billion kWh per annum at 1700 - 1800 MW. 
Second stage: 14 - 16 billion kWh per annum at 2900 - 3000 MW. 
Projected investment
First stage: USD 250 million. 
Second stage: USD 180 million. 

3. East - West power bridge 
Project goal: Exports of electricity from RAO UES to the countries of Western Europe. 
Project content: Construction of 500 kV direct current power transmission line from Russia to 
Belarus, Poland, and Germany with six transformer substations. 
Electric power transmission capacity: 2000 - 4000 MW. 
Length: 1800 km. 
Projected investment for construction of electric power transmission line: USD 1300 million. 

4. Russia - China power bridge 
Project goal: Export of electric energy and power to China from the eastern regions of Siberia. 
Project content: Construction of direct current power transmission line from the Irkutsk region 
(Bratsk 500 kV PP) to China with two transformer substations at the sending and receiving ends. 
Annual volume of exports of electricity: 15-18 billion kWh per annum. Provisional projection of 
investment for implementing the project: USD 1500 million.



 


